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PAST EVENTS 
 

Wednesday March 23rd 11:00 Brunch ride-in, Kirsty's 

Café, Bishop's Castle. 

An excellent turnout and a great atmosphere, with 

more than 30 machines. The food at Kirsty’s is first 

class, as is the service.  

 
A well-sorted Commando will always draw a crowd 

and this one was no exception. 

This rare 1939 500cc HRD Meteor proved to be “eye-

candy” for many, but it wasn’t the only interesting 

machine to stand out on a bright and sunny day. 

 
 

Saturday March 26th - Trail ride 1 - Hundred House,  

Glorious weather and, apart from a few deep 

puddles, bone dry tracks ensured an enthusiastic 

turnout on a good range of machinery.  

 
Geoff McGladdery’s XL350 Honda, discharged from 

its spell on the “naughty step”, seemed chastened 

by the experience and didn’t miss a beat. It was one 

of 3 XL350s on show along with a 250 Motorsport 

model. Bike envy surrounded Nick Barrow’s glorious 

1972 500cc Triumph TR5T. 

Variously branded the “Trophy Trail” and then the 

“Adventurer”, these bikes don’t just look good, they 

are seriously competent off-road tools and underline 

the opportunities that were available to BSA and 

Triumph if they had worked more closely together, 

instead of jealously protecting their own brands and 

products. The well sorted single carb Triumph T100C 

engine is housed in a frame based on the highly 

successful BSA Victor Scramblers, with “parts-bin” 

hubs, brakes, wheels and forks.  Lightly modified 

versions were 

used by the 

British team in 

the 1973 ISDT in 

the USA, 

finishing 

second to the 

Czech team 

and losing only 

four marks in 

the thousands 

of miles of off-

road riding involved in this, the toughest of all off-

road events. Three of the four British riders on TR5Ts 

won Gold medals, with Arthur Browning (above left) 

gaining a silver. 

mailto:herefordVMCC@outlook.com


Wednesday, 6th April 2022 – Classic Motorcycle 

Auction - National Motorcycle Museum. 

As suggested in issue 69, the highly original and 

beautifully patinated 1929 Coventry Eagle E120 

soared above its estimate to make £96,760. (sorry 

about the pun – just couldn’t resist it!) 

Lightening didn’t strike the scooter world twice as the 

1949 V11T 125cc Vespa - the oldest known example 

in the UK, guided at an ambitious £25k - £30k, 

remained unsold. Despite the lack of a headline 

grabbing story, there were plenty of interesting and 

collectable scooters, selling at affordable prices. 

This unusual 1953 125cc Lambretta Model E could 

have been yours for just £3,207. Outwardly similar to 

the later and more popular model “D”’. the pull 

(lawnmower) start, the “C” shaped frame and the 

strange looking forks represented a design blind alley 

for the normally sure-footed Innocenti concern. 

Rarer than rare and not at all easy on the eye, the 

1924 Scott Sociable made all its money and then 

some at £27,140. 

One of only 6 

remaining from the 

200 or so made 

prior to production 

ending in 1924, 

surely, here is clear 

proof of the maxim 

that “Beauty is in 

the eye of the 

beholder”.  

A MARKET IN DECLINE? 

In these financially challenged times, it is far too early 

to call a market decline, but 40 lots - almost 20% of 

the total - remained unsold; an unusually high figure 

for H&H. Vincent twins continue to bring only modest 

prices and a couple of Velocette Thruxtons remained 

unsold.  It wasn’t all doom and gloom and, as ever, 

the top quality machines made market prices. This 

beautifully presented 1936 600cc Ariel Square Four 

4F6 made £22,420, hopefully making both buyer and 

vendor happy.  

 
A shabby but reportedly original 1970 BSA Bantam 

Bushman made a heady £4,720. Exported mainly to 

Canada, Australia and Africa, only 300 made it to the 

UK market and they are highly prized by BSA and 

Bantam collectors. It is surprisingly difficult to be 

certain that any Bushman is what it purports to be. 

There are plenty of “lookalikes” on the market and 

why not? The colour scheme is attractive to most 

eyes and many of the “Bushman” parts can be 

bought or copied…….. and they fetch a significant 

premium over the “cooking” models. There are also 

many myths and legends surrounding the model, so 

there are probably as many Bushman “experts” as 

there are actual machines.  

 
(All the above prices include buyer’s commission 

and the VAT on that commission). To see the full 

results go to the H&H website. 

 https://www.handh.co.uk/auction-results/  

https://www.handh.co.uk/auction-results/


Thursday April 7th 10:30 – Mid-week ride. Meet at the 

OK Diner Leominster HR6 0DQ - at 09:30 for 10:00 start.  

Just five bikes and six brave souls turned out on a 

bitter cold day. Nevertheless, a good and bracing 

time was had by all. 

 
 

Sunday April 10th - The Dams Run  

Despite a chilly start, this was better day and a better 

turnout – even the “E” type was one of ours! 

 
The Cattle Shed café at Penrhos Court is a wonderful 

(and welcoming) location and well worth visiting if 

you’re passing. 

 
The viewpoint over Garth from the Eppynt road never 

fails to disappoint. 

 
Thanks to Rob Woodford for organising an enjoyable 

ride and to all those who supported it. 

Tuesday April 12th - Brunch ride-in - Honey Café, 

Bronllys, Brecon, LD3 0LH  

A wet and cold start to the day kept numbers down, 

but 3 or 4 brave souls turned up on two wheels, 

including Geoff McGladdery on his 1963 MkII LE 

Velocette, who used the opportunity for a 

shakedown ride ahead of his trip to France.

 
Geoff reports “The mirror fell off never to be seen 

again and sometime later, the same fate befell the 

ignition key. The pannier latches came undone after 

every bump and the back wheel seemed to have a 

slow puncture. A new mirror has now been fitted, and 

a new ignition key bodged. New pannier latches are 

awaiting fitting and the rear tyre once pumped up 

has retained its pressure.” Fuel consumption is around 

18 miles per litre giving a range of 120 miles. 

 

Thursday April 14th - "Trail ride 2” - Regent House Filling 

Station, Clyro HR3 5SB   

We are trying to follow the accepted riding protocols 

of the TRF by keeping group sizes to 6 and leaving 

substantial intervals between groups. This leaves us 

highly dependent on leaders knowing the route and  

may, in the short term being unable to satisfy 

demand, but we are sure this is the way to conduct 

our rides in the future.  



 
11 machines started in two groups from Clyro, one 

group riding the route anti-clockwise and the other 

clockwise. Amazingly they both arrived back at Clyro 

at the same time.  

There were zero breakdowns, but there was one new 

member of the “Submariners” club. Mike Healey 

dropped his Honda XR 250 in a very slippery ford and 

had a full baptism! 

Rob Holliday navigated the whole route using the  

“outdooractive” app on his smart phone 

https://www.outdooractive.com/en/.  

Rob reports that it was highly effective and that “If 

the input to create the route is clean and accurate 

then the outdooractive app is good enough to 

promote to users that have a Smartphone but not a 

dedicated off road navigation device.” 

The rutted Offas Dyke path close to Clyro proved 

problematical again, being horribly slippery with 

most riders droppng their bikes and suffering from 

clogged wheels. In a prolonged dry spell, this 

becomes a very easy section, underlining the 

influence of weather on many Mid-Wales trails. 

Maggie Smith has posted pics from this ride on the 

VMCC Facebook page and is getting lots of positive 

response about old bikes on unsurfaced roads. Old 

trail bike prices will be hitting a new high now! 

 

EVENTS TO LOOK FORWARD TO 
Thursday April 21st  - 19:00 – Club night East - The 

Moon Mordiford. HR1 4LW 

All existing and intending members are welcome. 

Nothing formal, just a chance get together for a bit 

of “tyre-kicking”, a pint and a chat. Roger Bibbings 

and Geoff McGladdery will be giving their fully-laden 

LE Velocettes a final shakedown before their 1400 

mile trip around France. Why not come and laugh at 

them wish them “Bon Route et bon Voyage” 

 
As dusk isn’t until 8:30 p.m. you might even  like to ride 

there. 

 

Saturday & Sunday April 23rd & 24th - The International 

Classic MotorCycle Show Staffordshire County 

Showground, Weston Rd, Stafford, ST18 0BD.  

 Its still the biggest and the best classic bike show in 

the UK. The mix of autojumble, club and trade stands 

is irresistable to the thousands of visitors, who flock 

there every year.  

If you’ve never been, you should give it a whirl. 

Saturday is the best day as many of the autojumblers 

don’t bother to stay for the Sunday, or they leave 

early. Tickets are £17 on the gate. Children under 15 

go free. 

 

Saturday & Sunday April 23rd & 24th – Bonhams Spring 

sale - The International Classic MotorCycle Show 

Staffordshire County Showground, Weston Rd, 

Stafford, ST18 0BD 

One of the most important motorcycle sales in the 

world, attracting “marquee” machines and 

international collectors to a catalogue bursting with 

Brough Superiors, Vincents and other exotica. 

Bonhams and Mortons Media (owners of the Stafford 

Show) have recently announced a further 3 year 

continuation of their partnership. 

Given these challenging financial times, might we 

expect to  see signs of a market slowdown, or will 

those with deep pockets just carry on as normal? 

For mere mortals like me, this auction is one to watch 

rather than participate in, although it is not unkown 

for real bargains to slip by weary bidders towards the 

end of the day.  

Unusually there are many lots like the three below  “to 

be sold without reserve” offering at least the 

possibility of a low price.  

 
This stunning Coventry built 1909 Triumph 3½hp has 

spent most of its life in private collections and 

museums. Will it be too old to attract the “big 

spenders”? 

If your taste is for something younger, then how 

about a 1983 Triumph Bonneville 750 Electro, the last 

hurrah for Triumph and for Meriden. 

https://www.outdooractive.com/en/


US magazine ‘Cycle World’ glowingly declared, 

"……ghosts from the Limey past, such as oil leaks, 

vibration, and faulty electrics were not a factor." 

Whilst sold without reserve it comes with a guide price 

of £1,800 - £2,500, surely a typing error for a tidy 

looking machine with less than 14,000 miles on the 

clock. 

Is Bonham’s the right place to sell a1952 BSA D1 

Bantam, even a “time-warp” machine like this 

plunger model which hasn’t been on the road for 50 

years? 

 
Even without documents it could still be a bargain. 

You can bid in person, by phone or on-line and you 

can find the full 400 lot catalogue  on Bonham’s 

website. https://www.bonhams.com/ 

If you do get carried away, just remember that 

Bonham’s buyer’s commission is 15% +VAT, or £180 

per £1000 hammer price. By way of reference, the 

buyer’s commission on motorcycles at Pugh’s  is £96 

per £1,000 

Sunday April 24th - "Three wheels on my Wagon" -

Bromyard Market Square, HR7 4BP 10:00 for 10:30. 

A run designed specifically for 3 wheelers (solos are 

welcome too), finishing at the Three Horseshoes, Little 

Cowarne for (optional) lunch. The inaugural event in 

2021 produced an excellent and varied entry. We 

hope to see even more 3-wheelers this year.

 
 

Wednesday April 27th - 10:00 - Breakfast meet - 

Woodlands Coffee shop, Old Brickyard, Pontrilas, HR2 

0BE  

Just meet up for breakfast, no organised ride. 

Choose your own route there and back.  

 

Thursday May 5th - 19:30 – Club night West - The 

Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR. 

All existing and intending members welcome. A 

good chance to get together and chat. As dusk isn’t 

until 8:30 p.m. you might like to ride there.  

 

Sunday May 8th Sun - B&Q Hereford, HR4 9SH 10:30 

"In search of the Green Man"  

 

Ideal for Flat tankers, girder forkers, mopeds and 

step-thru’s, but all are welcome - Finishes at Broomy 

Hill Museum for miniature steam train rides at approx. 

13:00 - less than 40 miles. 

 
Water splash is fun not compulsory. There is a 

“Chicken run” option. 

 
 

Tuesday May 5th - 11:00 - Brunch ride-in - Café Hafan, 

Tregaron, SY25 6JL.  

Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you 

prefer), choose your own route there and back. Ride 

what you fancy and feel free to bring friends. You will 

https://www.bonhams.com/


cross some of the finest roads in mid-Wales as you 

make your way to Tregaron.  

 

Friday & Saturday May 6th & 7th – 2 day auction of 

motorcycle memorabilia, petroliana, spares and 

motorcycles – HJ Pugh Hazle Meadows, Ledbury, HR8 

2LP.  
More than 150 machines will come under the 

hammer on the Saturday, with, as usual, something 

for everyone. We thought it would be interesting to 

focus on three of the six Nortons in the sale. (Eight if 

you count the “Triton” and “Noriel”). The term 

“Classic” may be one of the most used and abused 

labels given to older motorcycles, but it undoubtedly 

applies to this beautifully presented 1949 Norton 500T. 

  
Revered as one of the best big-single trials bikes of its 

era this one comes with history and a V5. 

If you’d rather the tarmac than the trails then this 

handsome 1951 Norton ES2 might be ideal. 

 
Fitted with a 1947 Norton International engine, which 

looks like it grew there, it should be a wonderful 

machine to own and ride. 

If 2 wheels are not enough for you, perhaps this 

splendid Norton 1950 500cc Model 7 outfit with its 

sporty period Watsonian chair could fill the bill. 

 
The Model 7, more usually known as a “Dominator” 

was the legendary Bert Hopwood’s first Norton 

engine and 

Norton’s first ever 

twin. Housed in a 

modified ES2 

frame and  

launched at the 

1948 Earl’s Court 

Show, the model 

in various guises 

remained a staple 

of the Norton range, although the model 7 itself was 

phased out in 1955. 

You can bid in person, by phone or on-line. To see 

the complete Catalogue, including the spares and 

memorabilia search Pugh’s website.  

 https://www.hjpugh.com/  

 

PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF VENUE AND ROUTE  

Saturday May 14th - 10:00 for 10:30 - Trail ride 3 – Starts 

and finishes at Hundred House car park, LD1 5RY. NW 

of Builth Wells on the A481  

A route over legal tracks, unclassified roads and small 

tarmac lanes. Suitable for beginners on trail bikes. 

Off-road tyres are strongly recommended. Full 

details, including a GPX file, will be available nearer 

the time. There is adequate parking for vans and 

trailers on the public car park, but please park 

carefully to allow others to access the facility. 

If you intend to come, please contact Geoff 

McGladdery on the email on P1 of this Newsletter or 

on 07588 559698. 

 

Thursday May 19th - 19:00 – Club night East - The Moon 

Mordiford. HR1 4LW 

Club Night and optional ride. If you intend to ride, 

meet promptly at 19:00.   All existing and intending 

members are welcome. A great chance to meet up 

with other section members, kick tyres and talk 

“bikebollocks”. 

 

Sunday May 22nd 10:30 - Builth Wells to the Museum 

of Internal Fire (Tan y Groes -Cardigan) 

Meet at the Groe car park Builth Wells LD2 3B. Meet 

at 10:00 for a 10:30 start. 

This is a venue to savour. The museum charts the 

development of the steam engine through to the 

most modern internal combustion engines. Engines 

run in the museum every day with a variety of sounds 

and smells that are eye opening to those who don't 

remember and evocative of a previous life to those 

who do.  

There are a number of motorcycles that comprise 

part of the collection, but there is so much more 

besides. Treat yourselves to a great day out. 

https://www.hjpugh.com/


 
Run leader Rob Woodford planned this trip some 

time ago, but COVID caused its cancellation, let’s 

hope it can go ahead this year, 

 

UNDER £1000 –  
Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to 

ride away, with current V5Cs and MOTs (where required) 

for less than £1,000 and all VMCC eligible (made before 

Jan 1st 1997). 

A couple of bikes for sale on eBay this month, both 

them legends in their own lifetimes.  

This 1989 Honda CG 125 is a BRJ model, which I 

believe signifies it was made in Honda’s Brazilian 

factory. After the phasing out Japanese production 

during the eighties, Brazil became the world 

manufacturing plant for CG models. Perhaps more 

significantly these models featured 12v electrics.  

No electric start, but 10 months MOT, a top box, a full 

service history for the past 8 years could be yours for 

£900. 

How about a 1995 Yamaha XJ600, more popularly 

known as the “Diversion”.  

A perennial bargain these hugely underrated bikes 

do exactly what you’d expect from a simple but 

classy offering from Yamaha. With 47,000 miles on the 

clock and 10 months MOT, this one could have been 

yours for £995. 
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual 

selling prices and are correct at the time of writing. We 

have not verified any of the details vendors have used in 

their advertising – that must be your responsibility. 

 

FOLDING ODDITIES 

Proof – if any were needed – that motorcycles come 

in all shapes and sizes. This oddity is a 1981 49cc 

Honda “Motocompo” weighing just 45kks (99lbs). It 

was designed and marketed to fit neatly into the 

boot of your car. The boot of the first Honda City 

(Honda Jazz in the UK) compact car was specifically 

designed to accommodate the Motocompo in its 

folded down configuration.  

 

Honda made 53,000 Motocompos between 1981 

and 1983, but they rarely come on the market, 

particularly in the UK. 

 
Definitely odd, but definitely not a new idea. The 

“Welbike” was developed by Harry Lester and Col 

Dolphin in secret at the dramaticaly named “Station 

IX” for the wartime SOE.  

Powered by a 98cc Villiers engine, it was designed to 

fit into a standard parachute airdrop container 51” 

long, 15”high, and 12” wide and to be assembled 

and running in no more than 11 seconds after the 

drop. 

 



Exclesior manufactured about 3,800 Wellbikes 

between Oct 1942 and March 1943, but many of the 

later models never saw action and were exported to 

the U.S.A. where they were sold by a New York 

department store! 

  
Colonel Dolphin didn’t give up on his ideas and after 

the war, he started Corgi Motorcycle Co Ltd. to 

design and market a successor to the Welbike. 

Southport’s Brockhouse Engineering made about 

27,000 of these eccentric machines with many of the 

early versions followed their predecessors to the USA 

where they were branded as the "Indian Papoose". 

 

A few were bought by the armed forces, but most 

were sold to the general public as utilitarian 

transport. The last Corgi was made in October 1954, 

but they remain popular with collectors. A well 

restored 1950 model made £2,124 at the recent H&H 

auction. 
If you would like to find our more, we would recommend 

Peter Miller’s book “From Welbike to Corgi” ISBN 0-

9530683-1-5. I am indebted to Dick Wills for sending me the 

Motocompo picture – we might even see it out on a section 

run in the future. 

 

MAPPING, ROUTE PLANNING AND DIGITAL 

NAVIGATION 
We are indebted to Rob Holliday for offering to hold 

our hands through, what for many, can be the 

daunting process of using satnavs to follow and 

ultimately to plan rides. This is the second article in the 

series. You can find part 1 in issue 68 of the newsletter. 

If you don’t have a copy you can find one here on 

our website. 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/ 

 

DIGITAL GPX ROUTES AND HELP ON USING THEM 

GETTING STARTED 
In my last article I discussed what Equipment 

and Software you will need to set up your Bike to take 

a Sat Nav, the best type of equipment to use and 

gave some examples of the My Route App (MRA) 

software that I use to create, copy and share digital 

routes with other users. 

Note;- There are multiple choices of mapping and 

routing software available so the choice is yours, 

however for ‘on road/tarmac’ routes in these 

articles, I will be using MRA for consistency and to 

avoid confusion. 

A FAMILIAR SCENARIO 

So let’s create a scenario;- you are going out 

for the day on a VMCC run which is 80 miles long, has 

two meeting/rendezvous points, a couple of stops at 

Points of interest (POI’s), a coffee stop in the morning, 

a lunch stop and probably a refuel point, and there 

are 20 riders intending to take part, sound familiar, it 

does to me. 

The Tour leader runs at the front of the pack and 

precipitants use the ‘drop off’ system to keep the 

group together. What’s wrong with that I hear you 

say, nothing until, Busy Traffic, a Red Light, a 

Mechanical Breakdown or some other unexpected 

incident breaks up the group, “Where did they go?” 

is often the cry. 

If everyone or at least a few of the group had 

the same route as the leader on their Sat Nav then 

the ‘rule’ could be “regroup at the next stop” or 

continue on the route for the day and maybe you’ll 

catch up at some point but most importantly you will 

have had the same day out as everyone else.  

 

COMPARING PAPER BASED ROUTE MAPS TO DIGITAL 

ROUTING 

Currently a familiar arrangement for the ride 

would be to receive the route for the ride from the 

Tour Leader either by email in advance or maybe a 

sheet of paper ‘on the day’ often, with hand written 

‘Tulip’ diagrams for ‘Turn by Turn’ directions and 

elapsed mileages. 

Ideally you would print the ‘Tulips’ and wind them 

onto your Roadbook holder, Happy Days! You now 

have the same route the leader has planned, how 

many people actually do that????  So sometimes 

the day’s ride falls apart because not everyone has 

the route on their bike. 

 

NO MORE PAPER WRESTLING! 

A Digital/Sat Nav scenario still requires similar 

effort to enable the same route to be shared to 

everyone on the ride BUT once you get the hang of 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/


it, the effort makes the day a pretty carefree ride 

rather than a mobile paper wrestling bout. 

So in the Digital option the Tour Leader would 

create the route either by riding it and creating a 

Tracklog or creating it on the PC/Mac from Digital 

mapping and the MRA software. Once the route is 

edited and checked as correct, the Tour Leader 

would share the route as a GPX file to those that have 

‘signed up’ for the ride and if our section plan goes 

ahead we will also publish that route on the Section 

Web Page in the Routes & GPX page, where anyone 

could download it prior to the ride.  

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/routes-gpx-files/  

Great! All you have to do now is get that route onto 

your Sat Nav or maybe Smartphone (the 

Smartphone option will be covered in a later article). 

 

WHAT IS A GPX FILE? 

The key to sharing Digital Routes is a GPX (GPS 

Exchange Format) file, this is a universal file format for 

creating and sharing Digital Routes. 

A GPX file can be imported into software, exported 

to other users or loaded onto a compatible device 

(Sat Nav or Smartphone) for Navigation. 

This where I use the MRA (My Route App) system, 

therefore in all my examples I will reference MRA in 

any examples. Trying to cover multiple formats would 

just add further complication and confusion. 

 

HOW TO SHARE DIGITAL GPX ROUTES 

There are different ways to create a GPX 

route, you can create a route from scratch with the 

MRA software which contains a basic roadmap 

(OpenStreetMap) within the ‘Free’ version.  

Or you might want to purchase the Gold or Pro 

version, this has several map options including 

Google Maps (my first choice) as well as the actual 

mapping that your Sat Nav uses.  

‘HERE’ Maps for Garmin. 

‘Tom Tom’ Maps for Tom Tom.  

Plus Topographical Maps, Satellite view and Google 

Streetview amongst others. 

MRA often have special offers for annual and 

‘Lifetime’ subscriptions, (By the way MRA does not 

sponsor this article in any way). 

CREATING A TRACKLOG – AN EASIER WAY. 

The other really useful and easy way to 

create a GPX file is to create a ‘Tracklog’.  

A Tracklog is made by setting your device or 

Smartphone to track a ridden or driven route. To do 

this you start the Tracklog ‘Recording’ from the Start 

Point and end the Tracklog ‘Recording’ at the end 

point. 

 

EXPORTING THE DATA 

When you are back at your PC or Mac open 

the MRA software/application and export the newly 

created ‘Tracklog’ to the MRA application. This 

Tracklog is then converted to a Route and populated 

with waypoints as part of the conversion process. You 

are then able to “Edit and Change” the Route into a 

final version that can be shared to others as a GPX 

file i.e. the group of riders intending to join you on the 

ride. 

The “Edit and Change” facility in this process is 

especially useful if whilst ‘Recording’ the Tracklog you 

take some wrong turns, make U Turns or change your 

mind and use a slightly different road. 

 

HIGHLIGHTING POINTS OF INTEREST 

Whilst editing it’s also possible to make notes 

on the Route, use different colours on specific 

waypoints such as Start & Finish points or the various 

stops you want to highlight on the route such as Fuel 

or maybe the Lunch Stop. 

There are lots of additional Editing options within MRA 

which maybe we’ll touch on in a later article. These 

more advanced editing options become easier with 

frequent use and can be  very effective if you were 

hosting a Club Presentation evening for example. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

 Routes are Editable and Customisable in MRA  

 Tracklogs are a recording of the actual 

‘Track’ you rode. 

 Tracklogs are converted into Routes to Share 

and Navigate by. 

 Waypoints are specific ‘way markers’ that 

you pass to complete navigation of the 

Route. 

 Waypoints can be Highlighted for:- Start and 

Finish Points, Café, Lunch, Fuel Stops  etc.  

MRA APPLICATION “ROUTING PAGE”  

Circled in Orange (below), shows tabs for 

“Routes” and “Tracklogs.” 

Also shows listings for various rides and their type, if 

they are Private or shared with ‘Friends’ or Public 

(available to all MRA Users). This could also include a 

‘Closed Group’ i.e. for a Club Organisation or a 

group of Friends as in my example below. 

 

 
 

If you want to learn more about Digital Routing and 

how to use My Route App the MRA website has 

substantial support material available, follow this link;-  

https://www.myrouteapp.com/support  

 

Once on the MRA site you will find that the support 

material features a series of video tutorials on how to 

set up and understand the terminology, use Digital 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/routes-gpx-files/
https://www.myrouteapp.com/support


Routing and Navigation within the MRA platform, 

from complete beginner to proficient user. 

Link to the Initial MRA support Video;-  

https://support.myrouteapp.com/support/solutions/

articles/12000033542--introduction-video-to-the-

myrouteapp-video-course-  

Link to How to register for the MRA application;- 

https://support.myrouteapp.com/support/solutions/

articles/12000033541--signing-up-and-getting-

started-with-myroute-app-  

 

COSTS AND OBLIGATIONS 

Basic registration is free, to get the best out of the 

Tutorials take up the free 30 day option for MRA 

‘Gold’.  If you are serious about learning to use the 

MRA Routing platform take up the ‘Gold’ trial option 

as the instruction and support videos will take you 

through some of the features in the ‘Gold’ version. 

If you find it’s not for you cancel at the end of the 

tutorial course with no obligation. 

IS IT FOR ME? 

There are five video sections but you will know how 

to Set Up, Make Routes and export them to your Sat 

Nav device by the end of the third course. At this 

point you will also know if you want to continue using 

Digital navigation or if it’s ‘not for you’. 

Try it, I enjoy making routes and going where, I want 

to go ‘The easy way’. 

The next part of the series will be on Digital 

Navigation from a Smartphone.  

Rob Holliday 

 

FESTIVAL OF 1000 BIKES 
We have booked some display space at the Festival 

of 1000 bikes on July 16th/17th at the Mallory Park 

race circuit. Bob Abberley has volunteered to co-

ordinate our efforts and he is looking for 

approximately 8 bikes to show in our own display 

tent. We hope these machines will represent the 

amazing range and breadth of our Section’s 

activities and in doing so, encourage more people 

to join the VMCC and to associate with our section. 

If you think you can help, or you would like to know 

more, contact Bob by email. 

 bobabberley1@gmail.com 

If you want to book track time or to participate in the 

other activities, you need to do that independently. 

To find out how, just click on the website. 

https://www.festivalof1000bikes.co.uk/ 

 

HEREFORDSHIRE ON THE EDGE 2022 
We are well over half way to our maximum of 125 

entries, but we would like to put up the “ENTRIES FULL” 

notices as soon as possible.  

  
Well done and thank you if you’ve already entered. 

Perhaps you might give some thought to 

encouraging friends to enter too. If you haven’t sent 

your forms off yet, then you can find everything you 

need – Regulations and entry forms, plus details and 

results of past events, here on our section website.  

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/entry-forms/ 

Herefordshire on the Edge attracts riders and 

machinery of all ages. The variety of bikes taking the 

start is one of the joys of the event. This year we 

already have 10 scooters including Paul Harris’ 1958 

Lambretta Li series1.  

 
 

SECTION WEBSITE  
You can find almost everything you need to know 

about our section and its past, present and future 

activities on our website.  Why not take a look? 

BIKE OF THE MONTH FINDER – WE ARE STILL LOOKING 

FOR A VOLUNTEER TO FIND BIKES FOR THIS PAGE. 

We still need a volunteer to find suitable bikes to post 

to   the website’s “Bike of the Month” page. There are 

no qualifications, you simply need an eye for 

interesting machinery of any era and a network of 

friends who can help you to track down the right 

machinery. Don’t worry about posting to the site, our 

webmaster will take care of all of that for you. It will 

be a great shame if we have to abandon this idea 

through lack of volunteers. 

https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/ 

 

 
Updates and other stuff can be found on our 

Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire section. Feel 

free to post to it. If you post stuff on your own 

Facebook page, please remember to link it to ours. If 

you’re not sure how to do it - ask your grandkids! 

https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire  
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